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Abstract : A method of improving the accuracy of laser pulse range finding from ±10 m to ±1 m inexpensively

by means of time scale2up is described. Time scale2up can stretch the entire flight time by a factor of 1 000 and

then the stretched result is counted to calculate the distance. The use of this technique decreases the resolution of

counting from nanosecond to microsecond , therefore a separate counting oscillator followed by an interpolation op2
eration is unnecessary. This technique can improve the accuracy of laser pulse range finding inexpensively and ef2
fectively.
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　　Laser based distance and range measuring equip2
ments have been used for a number of years to provide

extremely accurate distance measurements for a re2
mote target or object . For a highly accurate and reli2
able device , its great distance ranging capability and

inherent complexity are translated into a cost and

form factor most suitable only for certain specific ap2
plications. Perhaps there is a need for a laser based

range finder of more limited range , which can be eco2
nomically manufactured as a rugged , compact unit to

provide accurate distance measurement capabilities in

other less st ringent types of applications.

Laser pulse range finding systems measure the

distance by counting the flight time of laser pulse ,

i. e.
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where d is the distance that is measured , c is the ve2
locity of light , t is the flight time , n is the number

of timing signals counted by timer during the flight

time and f is the frequency of the oscillator.

Normal timer and oscillator with a 30 MHz fre2
quency can be used when the resolution of measure2

ment is not high ( ±5 m or ±10 m) . However , if

the resolution is ±1 m , it is concluded from Eq. (1)

that
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If the counting errorΔn is ±1 , the resolution of the

timer must not be less than 6167 ns and the frequency

of the oscillator must not be less than 150 MHz[1 ] .

Not only is it difficult to design such a reliable oscilla2
tor and timer with so high an operating frequency ,

but also the cost is too high to design them. A

method therefore is described herein to resolve the

problem disclosed above.

1 　Time Scale2Up

111 　Principle of Time Scale2Up

Time scale2up is to amplify the flight time pro2
portionally , we have
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where M is the amplification of the flight time , i. e.

M = T/ t . As stated above ,

Δd =
1
2

c
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Mf
Δn , ( 4 )
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ifΔn is ±1 , andΔd is ±1 m , the operating fre2
quencies f are reduced to 150/ M MHz. If the ampli2
fication M is 1 000 , f equals 150 kHz. Normal

timers and oscillators can meet it .

As a component used to store energy ( Fig. 1) ,

the capacitor C is charged when the K1 is on and the

K2 is off . The longer the capacitor is charged , the

higher the voltage on its positive plate. And the ca2
pacitor is discharged when the K1 is off and the K2 is

on. The discharging time is the time T counted by

the timer.

Shown in Fig. 2 are three curves of the capacitor

at different charging times. Corresponding to these

charging times , t1 , t2 and t3 , the discharging times

are T1 , T2 and T3 respectively. The capacitor is

charged with a relatively large current , and then dis2
charged with a small current applied over the entire

flight time. The entire flight time is essentially

st retched by a factor of 1 000 and then the stretched

result is counted. By charging the capacitor at a fast

rate and discharging at a slow rate , the flight time is

expanded so that a slower timer can count it accurate2
ly[2 ] .

112 　Linearity of Charging and Discharging

In order to keep a constant amplification corre2
sponding to different charging times , the capacitor

must be charged and discharged linearly or approxi2
mately linearly. But the capacitor in Fig. 1 is charged

and discharged according to exponential law , there2
fore , we can only cope with the charging and dis2

charging as linear ones under a certain condition.

The charging voltage and the discharging voltage

on the positive plate of the capacitor are given by

U c =
1
C∫Id t , ( 5 )

U′c = U c -
1
C∫I′d T , ( 6 )

where I and I′are the charging current and the dis2
charging current respectively. If I and I′are con2
stants , Eqs. (5) (6) can be simplified to U c = It/ C

and U′c = U c - I′T/ C. Two transistors working in

the amplification region can be used as these two con2
stant current sources[3 ] .

113 　Calculation of the Amplif ication of Discharg2
ing Time

It is obvious that the slope of charging curve is

k = U c/ t = I/ C ; and the slope of discharging curve

is k′= ( U′c - U c) / T = - I′/ C. On the assumption

that the original voltage on the positive plate of the

capacitor is equal to the terminal discharging voltage

and both are zero volts , we conclude from Eqs. (5)

(6) that

T
t

=
0 - U c

U c

k
k′=

I
I′.

Thus , the amplification of the charging time is

equal to the ratio between the charging current and

discharging current actually. If I/ I′is 1 000 , then t

is expanded 1 000 times and the resolution of the in2
st rument is shrunk 1 000 times. The timer has a

115 ms resolution and , because the flight time has

been expanded by a factor of 1 000 on the input side

to the timing section , it is the equivalent of a 115 ns

resolution , which corresponds to a measurement reso2
lution 1 m for the laser range finding system.

114 　Calculate the Distance

The curve of charging and discharging is O T2 B

when the distance measured is d1 and is O T3 A when

the distance measured is d2 ( shown in Fig. 2) . It is

easy to demonstrate that

Ot2

Ot3
=

t2 T2

t3 T3
and d2 = d1

t3 T3

t2 T2
. ( 7 )

Then we can get d2 according to Eq. ( 7 ) by

calibrating d1 , t2 T2 and measuring t3 T3 .
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2 　Actual Feasibil ity

All of the fixed errors can be deleted from the

measurements , and only the random factors can affect

the accuracy of the measurements. Therefore , we

must choose the constant current sources with high

stability during the designation. The parameters of

the capacitor should keep stable , too. And it should

have a good ability of charging and discharging and a

small insulation current [4 ] .

211 　The Beginning of Charging Voltage and the

End of Discharging Voltage

In fact , neither the original voltage nor the ter2
minal voltage on the positive plate of the capacitor is

zero. It can degrade the uncertain factors around the

zero point . In addition , the original voltage of charg2
ing is not equal to the terminal voltage of discharging.

The capacitor has its negative plate grounded and

its positive plate connected to the charging circuit and

the discharging circuit as well as to the“+ ”terminal

of a comparator. Under the reset condition the volt2
age at the top plate of the capacitor is clamped to a

voltage V 1 equal to 110 V. A voltage V 2 equal to

019 V is defined as the voltage at the“ - ”input of

the comparator. The capacitor is unclamped while the

laser pulse is emitted , and the timer begins to count

when the capacitor is charged. As the echo pulse is

detected by the laser receiving diode , the charging

circuit is off and the capacitor begins to discharge ,

because the discharging circuit is always on. When

V 1 is discharged below V 2 and the comparator output

changes state to turn off the timer.

212 　Modif ication to the Formula for Calculating

the Distance

Equation (7) is available only when the original

voltage of charging equals the terminal voltage of dis2
charging and both of them equal zero. But neither of

these two conditions can be satisfied actually. There2
fore , we must modify Eq. (7) as follows :

① There is still a discharging time T0 , when

the measured distance is zero , i. e. the time it takes

for capacitor to discharge from 110 V to 019 V.

② The time counted by the timer is ( T0 + T)

when the measured distance is not zero. The T can

be used to calculate the measured distance through

Eq. (7) .

Consequently , we used the three discharging

times as the original data to calculate the distance in

the design.

T0 : The discharging time corresponding to the

zero distance , or the zero calibration time.

Tc : The discharging time corresponding to the

fixed distance , or the fixed pulse width calibration

time.

T : The discharging time corresponding to the

measured distance.

Hence , Eq. (7) can be modified as

D = d
T - T0

Tc - T0
, ( 8 )

where d is the distance when T equals Tc and D is

the measured distance.

3 　Results and Discussion

There are four charging and discharging curves

in Fig. 3. It is apparent that the charging time is so

short relative to the discharging time that it can be ig2
nored. And the discharging curves are almost paral2
lel . In addition , the higher the voltage , the longer

the discharging time. Therefore , it is concluded that

the time scale2up is available.

Fig. 3 　Waveform of charging and discharging

In order to simulate the disturbance from the ele2
ments , we check the discharging time by using three

transistors of the same model as discharging constant

current sources. The results are shown in Tab. 1.
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Tab. 1 　Estimation for transistors of the same model in

the discharging circuit

t/μs
T/μs

transistor 1 transistor 2 transistor 3

0 3010 3010 3010

0125 24115 24115 24010

0175 61510 60715 61510

1100 80410 80710 81310

2100 1 44110 1 44715 1 46815

3100 1 99015 1 99315 2 00515

4100 2 45710 2 46610 2 47915

5100 2 86015 2 86810 2 89015

6100 3 21415 3 24115 3 24715

6160 3 41815 3 43015 3 45715

It is demonstrated that , firstly , as the charging

time increases , the amplification of the discharging

time decreases monotonically ; secondly , the discharg2
ing time is almost stable corresponding to a certain

transistors. Moreover , we also get the same conclu2
sion when we use other kinds of t ransistors. Thus it

can be seen that the amplification should be main2
tained by modifying the discharging time based on the

zero calibration time T0 and the fixed width pulse cal2
ibration time Tc . We also conclude from the experi2
ment that the discharging times corresponding to the

same kind of transistor differed not much. This is the

prerequisite for modifying the discharging time.

4 　Conclusion

Maintain the charging current at milliamp level

and the discharging current at microamp level to

make their ratio near 1 000. Choose a capacitor with

good ability of charging and discharging. It may not

be saturated when charged for 616 ms. Thus the res2
olution of the timer is reduced to microsecond level

f rom nanosecond level. Thus we can transform a high

resolution measurement into a low resolution mea2
surement without changing the accuracy of the result .

Therefore the resolution of inst rument is reduced

1 000 times.

In the laser pulse range finding system , because

of the unavoidable affection from the elements , it is

necessary and accessible to build up a lookup table to

modify the measured results.

As stated above , it may be inexpensively pro2
duced and provides highly accurate range measure2
ments of up to 1 000 m or more with a resolution of

less than 1 m.
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用时间比例放大技术提高脉冲激光测距的精度

殷 　聪 , 　韩绍坤 , 　刘巽亮 , 　张化朋 , 　赵跃进
(北京理工大学 光电工程系 , 北京 　100081)

摘 　要 : 介绍了利用时间比例放大技术以低成本把脉冲激光测距精度提高到 ±1 m 的方法. 利用时间比例放大法

可以把激光脉冲往返于测程之间的时间按比例放大 1 000 倍 ,放大后的结果用于计算被测距离. 这种方法把测距系

统的计时精度从纳秒级降低到微秒级 ,从而降低了对系统时钟分辨率的要求. 采用时间比例放大技术可以有效地

提高激光脉冲测距的精度 ,而且使测距系统成本低 ,工艺简单.

关键词 : 时间比例放大 ; 测距 ; 电容 ; 充放电
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